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Abstract. The paper present~ a proposed approach in the context-free language the
ory. The main new notion is a graph defining a pushdown automaton (PDA). Each vertex 
of such graph is a pair (state, stack symbol). Each edge corresponds to a "command" 
and is labelled by input portion being read by the command and by a "charge" describing 
the stack word transformation. Some paths of the graph represent PDA's computations. 
The finite automata are a case of the pushdown graphs. The paper contains some of the 
author's results based on the approach - the notion of a D-Ianguage extending the notion 
of Dyck's language and the theorem on a representation of a context-free language as a 
morphical image of the intersection of a D-Ianguage with a local set. 
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1. Introduction. There exist a lot of theorems on morphic representations 

of formal languages. On the opinion of A. Salomaa (1981), the results form 

an interesting part of the formal language theory. The present paper contains 

a new theorem on morphic characterization of context-free languages which is 

most natural in the sense that its proof generalizes evidently the proof of the 

theorem Salomaa (1981) on morphic characterization of regular languages. 

The development utilizes the author's method of the context-free languages 

investigation. This method represents pushdown automata (PDAs) as graphs. 

The graphs include the finite automata as their own subclass. The pushdown 

automaton core is defined as a special subset of the paths of the graphic rep

re..<;entation of the automaton. We prove the core finiteness. For the last goal, 

the notion of a D-Ianguage is convenient. It generalizes the notion of Dyck's 
set which is known of combinatorial algebra. 
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The core notion is very helpful for many problemo;;. It displays the character

ization of the context-free language by the context-free expression and serves, 

in ansemble with latter, for a proof of the regularity of the so-called singular 

languages. 

Section 2 of the paper defines D-Ianguages, the above-mentioned general

ization. Intuitively, a D-Ianguage may be interpreted, similarly to Dyck's set, 

as the set of balanced nested strings of matching parentheses of n types, where 

n ~ 1. But now distinct parentheses can match to instances of the same symbol. 

PDA computations (aftt..-r it is normalized by the manner of Section 3) are words 

of a D-Ianguage. Therefore the D-Ianguage notion is useful in PDA theory. 

Sections 3 and 4 define respectively a D-graph representing a PDA and its 

core. The core finiteness is deduced from the statement of the Section 2. The 

Growth Theorem is established on the base of which cores may be regarded as 
a characterization of the context-free languages. 

Section 5 considers the main theorem of the paper. It implies immediately 

the Chomsky-Schutzenherger theorem. 

The history of the development is such. The first version of Sections 2-

4 was appeared in Staneviciene (1983). The easy of access journals contain 

only brief sketches of our method (Staneviciene, 1989; StaneviCiene, 1994; 

Staneviciene, 1996). Brief sketches in English are in conference proceedings 

(StaneviCiene, 1994; Staneviciene, 1995). The first version of Section 5 see in 

StaneviCiene (1988). Any knowledge of the mentioned papers is not necessary 

to verify the presented here facts. This citing aims only at indicating our priority 

in extremely perspective branch of the context-free languages theory. 

2. D-languages 

Definition 1. Let E( and E) be alphabets which do not overlap. Let P be any 

subset of E( x E) such that E( = {a 13b (a, b) E P}, E) = {b I 3a (a, b) E Pl. 
Let Gp be a grammar defined by the following rules: S -+ A I aSbS, (a, b) E 

P. Then the set P is called a D-set, and the language £p = L(Gp) is called 

a D-language (over the D-set P). 
Note that every Dyck's set is a D-Ianguage but not vice versa. 

Definition 2. Let ~ E £p. The partition index of the word ~ is defined 

as parti(~) = max{n I ~ = 6 .. . ~n, ~i E £p - {A} for i = 1, ... , n}. 
The width of e is defined as width(e) = max{parti(tP) I tP E £p, e 
xtPy for some x and y}. 
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Definition 3. Let { E Cp. The nesting index of { is defined as strat({) = 
max{n 1 {= Xl·· 'XnYn' "Yl> Xi,Yi ~ Cp , XiYi,Xi· .. XnYn " .Yi E Cp for 

i = 1, ... , n}. The depth of { is defined as depth({) = max{strat(tP) 1 tP E 

Cp, { = xtPY for some X and y}. 
Theorem 1. Let tP E Cp, width( tP) ~ w, depth( tP) ~ d. Let gw,d be 

defined inductively as follows: gw,l = 2w, gw,d = (gw,d-l + 2)w for d > 1. 

Then 1 tP I~ gw,d' 

Proof. Let parti( tP) = n. Then there exist tPl, ... ,tPn E Cp - {A} such 

that tP = tPI'" tPn. Notice that n ~ w. Obviously, 1 tP 1= I:?:l 1 tPi I· 
We prove the theorem by induction on d. If d = 1, then 1 tPi 1= 2 for 

i = 1, ... , n. Hence, 1 tP 1= 2n ~ 2w = gw,l' Let d > 1. Assume the 
fact for all words of which depth and width are no more than d - 1 and w 

respectively. Note that tPi, i = 1, ... , n, has a form ai{ibi, where (ai, bi) E P, 
{i E Cp, depth({i) ~ d - 1. {i is a subword of tP, therefore width({i) ~ w. 
By induction hypothesis 1 {i I~ gw,d-l' Consequently, l"pi I~ gw,d-l + 2, and 

1 tP I~ (gw,d-l + 2)w = gw,d' 

3. D-graphs. Let us denote PDA (I{, E, r, Zo, 8, Po, F) by M, as in 

Ginsburg (1966). Let us agree that: p, q are states; A is null word; a E E U 

{A}; X, Z E r; , E r*, its right symbol is in the top of the stack. 

Let us admit that: 

(i) for every "command" (p, a, Z) -+ (q, ,) the stack word, has one of 

the forms A, ZX, where X E r, and if Z = Zo, then "'I = ZoX; 

(ii) every final configuration has the form (j, A, Zo) for some f E F. 

For such a "normal form PDA" the following theorem holds. Its proof is 

quite standard. 

Theorem 2. Let L ~ E* be a context-free language, and let .1. ~ E. Then: 

(i) L = L(M) for a nonnalfonn PDA M,' 

(ii) if Lis detenninistic, then Ll.. = L(M) for a nonnalfonn DPDA M. 

The rest of the paper is devoted to the consideration of the normal form 

PDAs. 

Definition4. Let (p, x, "'1''''1) be a configuration, and let "'11= A. Then a pair 

(p, /) will be called a collection. 

Definition 5. Let: (p, a, Z) -+ (q, "'I) be a command; (p, /' Z) be a 

collection; n' 1= A; if , = A, then A 1= "'I' = "'11 Y. Then we define an edge 

7T = (p, Z) I'tor) (q, W) with an initial collection bcol(7T) = (p, "'I' Z), a result 
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collection ecol(7f') = (q, 72), an initial vertex beg(7r) = (p, Z), a terminal 

vertex end(7r) = (q, W), a label w(7r) = a, a charge J.L(7r) equal to +X, if 7 

= ZX for some X E r, and to -Z, if 7 = A. Here if 7 = ZX, then 72 = 
"(' ZX and W = X, else 72 = 7' and W = Y. 

An edge is called charging or deleting respectively its charge. 

Definition 6. In the triple T = «p, 7), II, (p', 7')) let the members (p, 7) 
and (p', 7') be collections, m ~ 0, an edge sequence II = 7rl ", 7rm satisfies 

the following: bcol(7rl) = (p, "(), ecol(7rm ) = (p', 7'), eco[(7ri_l) = bcol(7ri) 
for i = 2, .. " m. Then T will be called a computation (of an automaton) with 

an initial collection bcol(T) = (p, "(), a result collection ecol(T) = (p', 7'); 
vertices of the given edges are called computation vertices, and beg(T) = 
beg(7rl), end(T) = end(7rm ); T has a label w(T) = W(7rI) , , ,w(7rm ) and a 

charge J.L(T), which is defined by the following actions (i)-(iii): 

(i) assign J.L(7rl)" ,J.L(7rm ) to W; 

(ii) while the equality W = WI + X - X W2 holds for some X E r, WI, Wz E 

r* assign WI W2 to w; 

(iii) assign W to J.L(T). 

Definition 7. Let (P,7) be a collection, 7 = 7' Z. Then the triple T = 
«p, 7)" (p, 7)), where the second member is empty, is called an empty com

putation; T has a vertex (p, Z); a label and a charge of T are empty. 

Definition 8. Let 7 = WI ' , , W n , n ~ 1, Wi E r for i = 1, ' '" n. Then 

a charge + WI ' , , + Wn is noted by +"(, and a charge - Wn ' , , - WI is noted 

by -7' Let us also note the empty charge by + A or -A. 

Let a computation T have an empty charge (charge -"(, +"(, where 7 # A). 
Then T is called neutral (deleting, charging - respectively). 

Definition 9. Let T be the computation set of a PDA M. Then we de

fine a binary relation "'M~ TxT (or'" , if M is clear): (Tl' Tz) E'" iff 

Tl = «p, "(d, II, (ql, "(m E T, Tz = ((P2, "(2), II, (q2, "(~)) E T for some col
lections (PI, 71), (ql, 7D, (p2, 72), (qZ, 7~) and an edge sequence II, where the 

emptiness of II implies the following: (PI, 7I) = (ql, 7D, (P2,7Z) = (q2, "(~), 

PI = P2, 71 = ,,(7z /I. 7~ = 'Y'Y~ or 72 = 'Y'Y1 1\ 7~ = 'Y'Y~ for some 7. Hence 
(Tl' T2) E'" iff Tl and T2 have the same edge sequence or are both empty and 
have the same vertex. 

Evidently, '" is an equivalence relation. The shortest member T of an equiv

alence class is uniquely defined by its edge sequence (by its vertex, if empty). 
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In an investigation of intrinsic properties of an automaton it is enough to 

consider only such computations. So do we in the remaining part of the paper. 

Definition 10. Vertices (edges) of an automaton computations are called 

vertices (edges) of the automaton; (Po, Zo) is called an input vertex; (I, Zo) is 

called an output vertex iff f E F. 
Definition 11. A computation T is called a sentence iff beg(T) is input 

vertex and end(T) is output vertex. 

The following assertion is obvious for normal form PDA M. 
Theorem 3. L(M) = {w(T) I T is a sentence of the automaton M}. 

Thus we have a graph representation of the pushdown automaton. 

Definition 12. Let a computation T = T01l'1TIT2TS1l'sT4 be such that 11'11 

71's are edges, J-l(T2) = J-l(T1T2Ts) = J-l(1I'1T1T2Ts1l's) = A, J-l(1I'1TI) = +" 
J-l(Ts1l's) = -, for some, E r+. Then we will say that 1I' l TI and Ts1l's 
form a nest (1I' ITl> T2, Ts1l's) in T. When no ambiguity can arise, we write 

briefly "form a nest (in T)". The element 1I'1T1 of the nest is called an opening 

computation. 

Emphasize that the pair (11'1, 71's), where the edges 11'1 and 11'2 are considered 

in Definition 12, may be interpreted as an element of a D-set. Further, from 

Definition 11 it follows that every automaton sentence is a word of the D

language over the alphabet of the automaton edges. By this reason the graphs, 

which are defined in this section, are called D-graphs. 

4. Core of a PDA 

Definition 13. Let T be a nonempty computation, let beg(T) = end(T). 
Then T is called a cycle. 

Definition 14. A computation having nonempty label will be called a read

ing computation. 

Definition 15. Let T be a neutral computation of a PDA M, w and d be 

nonnegative integers. Let T satisfy the following: if To, ... , T m+ I are such that 

T = To '" Tm+I and T; is a neutral cycle for i = 1, ... , m, then m ~ w; ifTII , 

... , TIm, T21 ,··., T2(m+I), TSI,"" T3m are such that T2(i+1) = TliT2iT3i 
and (Tli, T2i, T3i) is a nest with cyclic Tli, T3i for 1 ~ i ~ m, then m ~ d. 

Then T is called a (w, d)-canon of M. 
Denote the set of M's sentences being (w, d)-canons by Core(M, w, d). 
For the sake of brevity we write simply "canon" and "Core(M)" instead of 

"(w, d)-canon" and "Core(M, w, d)" respectively. 
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It is easy to prove the following proposition. 

Lemma 1. Let m, n, iI, ... ,imn be natural numbers and 1 ~ ij ~ m for 

1 ~ j ~ mn. Then at least n of the numbers iI, ... ,imn coincide. 

The proof of the following lemma is based on the fact that edges forming 

a nest in a computation may be considered as matching parentheses, and so a 

neutral computation is a word of aD-language. 

Lemma2. Let m be the number of the vertices of a PDA M. The width and 

the depth of M 's canon are bounded by (w + l)m and (d + 1 )m2 respectively. 

Proof Assume that T is a canon and width(T) = s > (w + l)m. From 

Definition 2 it follows that T has a subcomputation Tl ... Ts in which Ti, 

i = 1, ... , s, is neutral and noncmpty. By Lemma 1 the inequality s > (w+l)m 

implies the existence of a vertex P and numbers 1 ~ il < ... < iW+2 ~ s 

such that beg(1i j ) = P for 1 ~ j :::;;; w + 2. Then the subcomputations 

7';j ... 7';j+,-1 are neutral cycles for 1 :::;;; j :::;;; w + 1. Consequently, T does not 

satisfy Definition 15, contrary to the assumption that T is a canon. 

Now assume that T is a canon and depth(T) = s > (d + l)m2. From 

Definition 3 it follows that T has a sUbcomputation Tll ... Tls T2s ... T21 in 

which Tli and T2;, i = 1, ... , s, form a nest. The inequality s > (d + l)m2 

implies the existence of vertices P, Q and numbers 1 ~ i l < ... < id+2 :::;;; s 

such that beg(TliJ = P and end(T2ij) = Q for 1 :::;;; j ~ d + 2. Then 

Tlij .. . Tl(ij+,-l) and T 2(ij+,-l) .. . T2ij are cycles and form a nest in T for 
1 :::;;; j ~ d + 1. Consequently, T does not satisfy Definition 15, contrary to the 

assumption that T is a canon. 

Definition 16. Let a computation T contain a neutral cycle or cycles form

ing a nest in T. Then T is called a compqsite computation. A composite 

computation having no proper composite subcomputation is called a formantis. 

Let us define binary relations 1M,!M on the computation set of a PDA M: 
(T, T') ElM (with a history (Tl' T2, Tg , T4, T5)) iff T = Tl T2TgT4Ts, T' = 
Tl TgT5, T2TgT4 is a formantis, T2 and T4 form a nest in it; (T, T') E!M 

(with a history (Tl' T2,A,A, Ts)) iff T = T1T2T5, T' = TlT5, T2 is a cyclic 
formantis. 

We refer to the union .!J.M=1M U !M as a reduction relation, and to the 

1'1" M =.!J. Ai as a growth relation. 

Definition 17. Let T, T' be M's computations. Let either T' = T or 

for some k > 0 exist a sequence H = ((Tll' T l2 , Tl3 , Tl4 , Tl5 ), ... , (Tkl' n2, 
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Tk3, Tk4, Tk5 )) such that T' =T11T13T15 , T = TklTk2Tk3Tk4n5, 
(T', T11T12T13T14T15) E ltM with the history (T11' T12 , T13 , T14 , T 15 ) and 

(T(i-1)1T(i-1)2T(i-1)3T(i-1)4T(i-1)5, 1i11bTi31i4Ti5) E ltM with the history 
(1i1, 1i2, 1i3, 1i4, 1i5)' Then II is called a genealogy (from the ancestor T') 
of T, k is called the length of the genealogy. If T = T', then the length of T's 
genealogy from the ancestor T' is equal to O. 

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and The

orem 1. 

Theorem 4. Let m be the number of the vertices of a PDA M. The length 

of M's canon is bounded by g(w+1)m,(d+1)m2. Consequently, Core(M) is a 
finite set. 

Next we establish that each of a PDA's sentences has an ancestor that is a 

canon (moreover, a noncomposite canon). 

Lemma 3. Any composite computation contains a formantis. 

Proof. It is clear that any composite computation contains neutnl1 compos

ite subcomputations. Let us choose a subcomputation T having the minimal 

length possible between the neutral composite subcomputations of a composite 

computation. Assume that T is not a fonnantis. Then, by Definition 16, two 
cases are possible: 

(i) 3 (To, T1. T2: T1 f:. T = ToT1T2 /\ (T1 is a neutral cycle); 

(ii) 3 (To, T1. T2, T3, T4): T1T2T3 f:. T = ToT1T2T3T4/\ (T1 and T3 
is a pair of cycles forming a nest in T). In each of the cases there 

exists a neutral composite subcomputation having a lesser length than 

T, contrary to the choice of T. 

Define two functions mapping computations in sets of computations. 

Let T be a computation. Let 81 = {T1T3 I 3 (a neutral cycle T2) T = 

T1T2T3 }, 82 = {TIT3TS I 3 (cycles T2, T4) (T2, T3, T4 ) is a nest in T = 

T1T2T3T4Ts}. Then DeICycle(T) is equal to {T}, if 81 = 0, and else it is 

equal to 81 , If 82 = 0, then DeIPair(T) = {T}, else DelPair(T) = 82 , 

The following functions map some factorizations of a computation in a set 

of computations. 

Let TT'T" be a computation. Let 83 = {T1T3T5 E DelPair(TT'T") I 
3 (T2 , T4 , T{, T~) (T = T1T2T{, T" = T~T4Ts, T3 = T{T'TD }. If 8 3 = 
0, then PreservingDel(T, T', Til) = {TT'T"}, else Pre~ervingDel(T, T', 
Til) = 83 , 
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Let m ~ 1, T = T1T{ .. . Tm-1T:n_1Tm be a computation. Let S denote 

the union of two following sets: 

'ii E DelCycle(Tj) U DelPair(Ti)} , 

{T1T{ ... 1i_1Tf-1TiT: ... 1j-1TJ-l'ijTJ .. . Tm-17~_lTmil ~ i < j ~ m, 

tT: ... 1j- 1TJ-l'ij E PreservingDel(Tj,T: ... 1j-1TJ-l,1j)}· 

If S = 0, then reduction(Tb T{, ... , Tm- b T:n_l' Tm) = {T}, else this 

function has the value Uiwt ... Tm_1T:"_lTmEsreduction(Tb T{, ... , Tm- b 

T:n_l' Tm). 
Lemma 4. Let (T, T') E.!J.M with a history (Tl' T2, Ts , T4, T5)' Then there 

exists a canon To = T01T2TST4T05 such that beg(To) = beg(T), end(To) = 
end(T). 

Proof. Let To E reduction(T1, T2TST4' Ts). Then there exist TOl and 

T05 such that To = T01T2TsT4T05; further, TOl> T05 do not contain neutral 
cycles or cycles forming a nest in To. Observe that beg(Toj) = beg(1j), 

end(Toj) = end(1j) for j = 1,5. 
Verify that To is a canon. Recall that T2TsT4 is the formantis. Because of 

this and the construction of To we see that at least one of two cycles forming 

a nest in To has a common nonempty subcomputation with T2TsT4' Similarly, 

each To's neutral cycle contains T2TsT4. Consequently, To is (l,l)-canon at 

most. Thus, To satisfies Definition 15. 

Theorem 5. (The Growth Theorem) Let M be a PDA. For everyone of its 

sentences T there exists To E Core(M) such that (To, T) E11"M' In each ele
ment (Tl' T2, Ts , T4, T5) ofT's genealogy from the ancestor To, the formantis 

T2TST4 is contained in some element of Core(M). 

Proof. It suffices to consider composite sentences. Let T be a composite 

sentence of a PDA M. By Lemma 3 T contains a formantis. Consequently, 

two cases arise: 

(i) T = T1T2Ta and T2 is a cyclic formantis (then (T, T1Ta) E!M); 

(ii) T = T1T2T.'3T4T5, T2TaT4 is a formantis and T2, T4 are cycles forming 

a nest in T (then (T, T1TaT5) ElM). 

Observe that in any case there exists T' such that (T, T') E.!J.M. As iT'i < 
iTi, this fact implies the existence of a sequence To, ... , Tk such that k > 0, 
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To is a canon, Tk = T, (T;, 1"';-1) EJJ.M for i = 1, ... , k. Thus, (To, T) E'rr~. 
It is easily seen that beg(7'o) = begeT), end(To) = end(T). Consequently, 
To E Core(M) and the first part of the theorem holds. The second part holds 

by Lemma 4. 

It is important to emphasize that Core(M) exhibits properties of M and is 

extremely helpful for answering numerous questions. In particular, Core(M) is 

easily transformed into a context-free grammar equivalent to M and inheriting 

M's peculiarities. 

5. A morphism theorem. Let ~ be an alphabet, x E A +, x = ay = zb for 

some a, bE A, y, z E A*. Then we write first(x) = a, last(x) = b. 
Let 

Pairs(M) = {(7I'1, 7I'2)13T (71'1, T, 71'2) is a nest in a M's sentence}. 

Our reduction technique (cf. the proof of Lemma 4) helps to prove the equality 

is a nest in an element of Core(M, 1, In. The same technique is useful in 
the proof of the following assertion. Every computation of the length 2 is 

contained in an element of Core(M, 2, 2). Indeed, ifT171'1T7I'2T2 is a sentence 
and (71'1,71'2) E Pairs(M) (or T is empty), then reduction(T1, 71'1, T, 71'2, T2) C 

Core(M, 1, 1) (respectively, Core(M, 2, 2)). 

Note that every neutral computation is a word of the D-Ianguage £'Pairs(M)' 

The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of the definitions 

of a computation and Pairs(M). 
Lemma 5. Let T be a neutral computation and (71'1,71'2) E Pairs(M). Let 

7I'dirst(T7r2) and last(7I'1T)7I'2 be computations. Then 7r1T7I'2 is a neutral 

computation. 

Lemma 6. Let T1 and T2 be nonempty neutral computations. Let last(T1) 
first(T2) be a computation. Then T1T2 is a neutral computation. 

Let E be the set of all M's edges. Let 

A = {7r E Elbeg(7I') = (po, Zan, 
B = {71' E EI3f E F end(7I') = (J, Zan, 
C = {71'71" E E2171'7I" is not a computation}. 
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Then 

R = (AE* n E* B) - E*CE* 

is a local set (Salomma, 1981). 

Lemma 7. Let x E Lpairs(M) n R. Then every subword y E LPairs(M) -

{A} of x is a neutral computation. 

Proof. By induction on the length m of the nonempty subword y. If m = 2, 

then the assertion follows from R's definition. 

Let k > 1. Suppose the assertion holds for every nonempty subword of a 

length lesser than 2k and consider subwords of the length 2k. The following 

cases are possible. 

Case 1. Subword under consideration has the form ayb, where (a, b) E 

Pairs(M), y E LPair.(M)' By induction hypothesis y is a neutral computation. 

Th~ condition x E LPairs(M) n R implies that the pair (a, b) and the word y 
satisfy Lemma 5. Hence, ayb is a neutral computation. 

Case 2. Subword unde5 consideration has the form yz, where y, z E 

LPair.(M) - {A}. By induction hypothesis y and z are neutral computations. 

The condition x E LPair.(M)nR implies that /ast(y)Jirst(z) is a computation. 

Hence, by Lemma 6 yz is a neutral computation. 

Theorem 6. Let T E LPairs(M)' T is a nonempty sentence iffT E R. 

Proof. It is easy seen that every nonempty sentence belongs to R. Let 

T E LPair.(M) n R. Then T is a neutral computation by Lemma 7. The 

condition T E R implies Jirst(T) E A and /ast(T) E B. Consequently, Tis 

a sentence. 

The following theorem is main. 

Theorem 7. Let L ~ I;* be a context-free language. Then there exist a 

D-Ianguage L, a local set R, and afine morphism (Salomaa, 1981) h such that 

L = h(L n R). 

Proof. A context-free language L is accepted by a PDA M. Let a local set 

R be defined as above. Let a morphism 

h: E* ~ I;* 

be defined by the following formulas 

h(1I") = w(1I"), 11" E E. 
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By Theorem 6 the set of M's sentences is £Pairs(M) n R. By Theorem 3 

L = h(£Pairs(M) n R). 

Let £p be a Oyck's language over aD-set P C L( x L), where 

if; : Pairs(M) -+ P 

be a bijection. 

From the definition of the function if; it follows that the function 

(: Ll-+ E, 

given by the formulas (remember that each symbol of the alphabet Ll enters in 

a pair of the D-set P): 

V(a, b) E P «a) = a', «b) = b', if;(a/, b') = (a, b), 

is a surjection. Note that the function ( induces a very fine (Salomaa, 1981) 
(mapping every symbol into a symbol) morphism 

(:Ll*-+E*. 

The definition of the function if; implies that the function 

given by the formulas 

is a bijection. 

<p(A) = {A}, 

<p(1I"IT1I"2) = a<P(T)b, T E £Pairs(M) , 

(11"1,11"2) E Pairs(M), (a, b) = if;(1I"1, 11"2), 

<P(TIT2) = <P(Tl)<P(T2)' T1 , T2 E £Pairs(M), 

For every subword T of an element of £Pairs(M) denote by <p(T) the 

following set {x21(3Tl, T2, n) (T2 = T, TIT2T3 E £Pairs(M), <P(TIT2T3) = 
XtX2X3, l1il = Ix;! for i = 1,2, 3)}. 
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Let 

Then 

is a local set, and 
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A' = U1l'EA<P(1T), B' = U1I'EB<P(1T), 

G' = Ll2 - U1I'11l'2EE2-C<P(1TI1T2). 

R' = (A' Ll * n Ll * B') - Ll *G' Ll * 

{<P(T) IT is a sentence of M} = Cp n R'. 

Now the following equality is evident 

L(M) = h(((Cp n R')), 

where h was defined in the proof of Theorem 7. As ( is a very fine morphism, 

the morphism 

h' = h( : Ll * -+ E* 

is fine. 

So constructed Dyck's language Cp, the local set R', and the fine morphism 

h' make clear that Theorem 7 implies 

Consequence (Chomsky-Schutzenberger theorem). Let L ~ E* be a 

context-free language. Then there exist a Dyck language C, a local set R, and 

a morphism h such that L = h(C n R). 
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D-GRAFAI NEPRIKLAUSANCHj NUO KONTEKSTO 
KALBQ TEORIJOJE 

Larisa STANEVICIENE 

Straipsnyje nagrinejami darbo su nepriklausan~iomis nuo konteksto kalbomis meto
dai, kuriuose automatas su stekine atrnintimi apra~omas grafu. Kiekvienll tokio grafo 
vidiin~ atitinka pora (biisena, steko alfabeto ~enklas), 0 kiekvienlllankll -- "komanda ". 
Lankai ~ymimi komandos skaitoml.l ivesties duomenl.l porcijomis ir "kriiviu", apra~an~iu, 
kaip transformuoti steko vmiineje esantj ~odi. Automato su stekine atmintimi atliekami 
skai~iavimai apra~omi tam tikrais keliais grafe. Baigtiniai automatai yra atskiras tokil.l 
grafl.l atvejis. Staripsnyje apra~yta Diko kalbas praplel!ianl!il.l D kalbl.l notacija ir teo
rema apie nepriklausanl!ios nuo konteksto kalbos vaizdavimll D kalbos ir Iokaliosios 
aiMs piiivio morfiniu vaizdu. 


